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The icons exists to guide staff at a business how to respond to the a
cardholder's access needs..



They have physical issues standing for any length of time.
They have a level of anxiety that means they have difficulty being in crowds.
They have a significant inability to understand the concept of queuing.

The first thing to say is that this icon is not given because someone doesn't like queuing!  The
following are reasons why someone has this icon on their card:

Accessible Barrier - Difficulty Queuing



Accessible Barrier - Level Access

This symbol can be misleading as this barrier icon refers to all people with mobility issues that
require level access to facilities.  So that covers entry to the premises, other rooms, upper
floors and toilets.  It also means that the person may require accessible seating.  For someone
in a wheelchair that might be a table that is higher than normal and therefore gives them the
ability to be at the table rather than just near to it.

The picture shows Michelle.  She is enjoying a coffee and because she is in a powered
wheelchair she is seated at one of the benches so that her wheelchair fits underneath it.



Accessible Barrier - Difficulty with Distances

This barrier icon covers people who, whether walking or in a wheelchair, find having to cover
any distance more than 50m a challenge.  A business might respond to this by having seating
regularly spaced around their premises, or have wheelchairs available and possibly staff to
push them eg as at an airport.



Accessible Barrier - Support Person Needed

Some disabled people cannot engage with their community without the assistance of another
person.  In some cases it may be obvious that the person needs support, but in others it may
not be.  Because all applications for a card have to have evidence of the need for any of the
barrier icons, staff at a business don't need to question whether someone needs a support
person.  What is important is that where the support person gets a complimentary ticket or
entry that they act as that persons support and do not wander off to do their own thing.



Accessible Barrier - Urgent Toilet Access Required

This barrier icon is often thought to represent the need for an accessible toilet but this is not
the case.  This icon is for those people who due to their situation require urgent access to a
toilet.  Having this need can be quite dibiltating and means that the person needs to plan any
trip out carefully.  Staff at a business are trained to discretely assist the person to find a toliet
quickly which may be on the premises or might be a neighbouring business that have agree to
support people with this need by providing their toilet when needed.



Accessible Barrier - Disability Assistance Dog Required

Who doesn't love dogs. However for some people they are an essential part of their being able
to get about and function.  The dogs that provide this level of support are called Disability
Assistance Dogs and their entry into all public and business premises are covered under the
law.  Disability Assistance Dogs are highly trained and are registered with one of eight
organisations and so have papers to show their legitimacy.

There are other types of dogs that support people eg Emotional Support Dog.  While these can
be incredibly helpful to the person they support, due to the fact that their level of training is not
verified and regularly assessed by a NZ Government recognised organisation, they are not
covered under the law and this icon will not be shown on the card.  



Accessible Barrier - Difficulty with Audio Information

There are several reasons why a cardholder would have this icon on their card.  The most
obvious one is that they have a issue with their hearing.  They could be profoundly deaf or
partially deaf.  Another reason for this icon being on a card is that the person has difficultly
processing verbal communications.  So their hearing may be perfectly ok, but they are
challenged to comprehend what is being said to them.



Accessible Barrier - Difficulty with Visual Information

Interestingly very few people are totally blind, so the way that visual information is presented
can cause significant barriers for those people that are partially sighted.  We look to help
businesses to consider how they can present information in a way that is easy to understand
for everyone.  For example, the white writing on the front of a food cabinet may look nice and
be easy for the staff, but it can be very difficult for people with partial vision.

Like the previous icon this one does not just relate to a physical issue.  People who have no
challenges with their vision can still find comprehending visual information a problem.  A
simple example is dyslexia.   



Accessible Barrier - Other needs, often hidden

The "!" icon is the one that allows a business to understand that the cardholder may have other
access barriers not covered under the other eight icons.  When staff see this icon they know
that they can ask "how can I help you have a great experience with us' and then be lead by the
cardholder or the support person.

Many times the need is hidden and the appropriate action by staff can only be discerned by
getting information.  This of course relies on the cardholder or carer being able to explain what
they need.  It is worth noting that a business needs to make 'reasonable accommodation' not
'all accommodations' for a person access needs.  


